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by Gerry Paige Smith

Getting All the Colors in Play
From the earliest age we surround our children with bright primary col-
ors and strong contrasting shades to engage their senses. It’s believed 
that newborns discern black and white, only developing the ability to 
see color around three months. Once babies notice and differentiate 

color, parents begin to use everyday moments to introduce the young-
est eyes to red, green, yellow, blue and more. When toddlers’ eyesight 

refines so does their interest in colorful objects and this fascination 
continues to evolve as they grow. As we age we discover broader 

palettes, even cultivating our favorite colors that accompany us into 
adulthood. Celebrating the exploration of color in variety of engaging 

ways, the following items offer a rainbow of resourceful color play.

Getting All the Colors in Play

Recommending the Best Toys 
and Products for Kids

Square Up!
(Mindware)

Reminiscent of a flat Rubik’s 
Cube, this color-driven game places 
two players in a head-to-head race 
to see who can sort and manipulate 
color tiles the fastest. Equipped with 
their own lidded tile board and indi-
vidual color cube shaker, the game 
play starts when the players shake their cubes and slam them down 
together. What follows is a vivid, lightning-fast race of color tiles on 
each players game board as they strive to duplicate the color pattern 
revealed in their shaker cube. The first to match the pattern with their 
tiles wins the round by quickly closing the clear lid down on their 
board, framing their colorful victory. Challenging spatial cognition 
and strategy, color sorting is just the beginning of this invigorating 
game as two players race to Square Up!

Rainbow Counting 
Bears and Cups
(Skoolzy)

Just the right size for little hands, 
this bright brigade of bears leads the 
way for small children exploring a 
colorful range of teachable moments. 
Featuring 60 small bears in six colors, 
six matching color cups, a storage 
container and an activity book available as download, this collection 
has endless educational outcomes to explore. These boldly colored 
bears stimulate open-ended play and learning activities that can help 
develop kids’ fine motor skills, cognitive understanding and visual 
perception. Color matching, cup stacking, sorting and early number 
sense enjoy a great beginning with these bears. Ideal for supporting 
counting games, Montessori math as well as autism therapy, Rain-
bow Counting Bears and Cups offer a broad spectrum of tactile color 
experience as part of every day play.

Color-Changing Lab 
Putty
(Lab Putty)

In its resting (cool) state, the putty is dark 
violet. But when fingers begin to explore the 
thermosensitive putty surface, touch points 
begin to warm up into a bright pink. When the 
whole of the putty color has morphed to pink, 
placing the putty in a chilly spot (refrigerator 
or cool water) for a moment recharges the 
color-change exploration. Stretching, twisting, and shaping the putty 
provides an additional tactile stimulation that offers a degree of 
stress-relief and creative play. Non-toxic, non-drying and residue-
free, this little bit of color science is also a perfect portable for travel 
entertainment. Putting the power of color-change in your grasp, this 
morphing lab putty is easy to pick up and hard to put down!

Think & Learn Smart 
Scan Color Chameleon
(Fisher-Price)

The Smart Scan Color Chameleon 
climbs to the top of learning electronics with 
innovative games and goals that get kids up 
and moving on the hunt for color. Kids use 
the hand-held chameleon scanner to learn 
colors and numbers associated with the 
included paint chips before being directed to 
seek out other specific chips. The color hunt 
can also expand into the larger house set-
ting with additional games that challenge kids to find and scan other 
colors. Children are soon scrambling around their surroundings seek-
ing new colors to scan. This kind of open-ended discovery is ideal for 
keeping kids engaged and learning. Just as versatile and colorful as 
its namesake, the Think & Learn Smart Scan Color Chameleon packs a 
lot of learning into one fun resource.

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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        A Page in a Book
Books That Make a Splash
While there are a few holdouts who don’t like bath time, most kids find a unique delight 
in water. The same parents who first struggled to lure their toddlers into a bath, quickly 
discover the challenges of calling kids in from the rain, pulling them away from the 
museum fountain, and convincing them its time to get out of the pool. From bathtubs 
and beaches to soapy sinks and mud puddles, the tactile exploration of water draws 
on kids’ imaginations like the pull of the tides. The following titles celebrate the joys of 
soggy moments, wet weather and the wonders of water through the eyes of children.

Rain
by Sam Usher (Templar / Candlewick)
Waking up to a rainstorm instead of a rising sun puts a young boy’s outside plans on hold. While he 
insists he likes to play in the rain, his Granddad counsels waiting until the worst precipitation has passed. 
Trapped inside and impatient to venture out, the boy extols the various watery marvels that he’d like to en-
counter. Subtle references to underwater beasts, canals and watercraft abound indoors while the boy and 
his Granddad wait out the deluge. As the rain ends and the duo prepare to explore its remnants, the boy’s 
earlier imaginings of adventure begin to emerge in watery reflections. Celebrating both the comfort of a 
stormy day indoors, as well as the pleasure of emerging later into a freshly washed world, Rain is perfect 
for rainy day reading.

Wet
by Carey Sookocheff (Godwin Books / Henry Holt & Co.)
Making time to really think about all the moments he gets wet every day, a young boy takes a 
deeper dive into the waters that touch his daily life. With brief language, he notes his wet footprints 
on the deck of a pool. He recognizes the variety of ways he enters the water, sometime inch-by-
inch, other times with an exuberant cannonball. His tears are wet, as is his father’s shoulder as they 
embrace. From the bottom of the playground slide to his dog’s tongue, the boy’s keen observations 
highlight all the ways he can experience the watery parts of his day. Whether it flows as a trickle or 
a splash, Wet is a peaceful paean to the water that wends through our lives.

Worm Weather
by Jean Taft, Illustrated by Matt Hunt (Grossett & Dunlap / Penguin Random House)
Closer to the ground than most adults, our observant children are often the ones who draw our eyes 
back to the earth when they first spy worms emerging from the ground after a soaking rain. Using 
very simple pre-reader words, this title follows a boy and girl as they experience a soggy day from its 
drizzly beginnings, through the deluge, to the tapering close of a rainstorm. Equipped with boots and 
ponchos, the young pair fearlessly embrace and explore the precipitation. Throughout the watery jour-
ney, worms are peeking out from the soil at the kid’s feet. Echoing the limited viewing of the emerging 
worms, the adults are likewise viewed only in part as their hands reach out to rush kids out of the rain 
or to pull them from puddles. When the rain ends and the worms retreat, the reader’s view expands 
to encompass a wider vision of a refreshed world.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com. 


